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2RPH Interviewing tips

1. Do as much research as you can and be ready to throw it all out the window:
Any good interviewer will be fastidious with their research. But some of the best
moments happen when your subject tangents into a whole new rabbit hole. If you
feel comfortable to let all those notes fall to the side, what you’ll often find is
something a whole lot more magical and the kicker is this; doing all that research
has given you the confidence to go wherever the conversation takes you.

2. Don’t be a fan, at least not at the beginning:
You love the artist. Being able to do what you love for a living, and speak to your
personal heroes, is incredible. But telling them that at the beginning of the interview
can make things awkward. Think about it: if someone came up to you and said “I
LOVE YOU AND EVERYTHING YOU DO!”, what is there to respond with?
“Thanks”? It’s a dead end. Save the platitudes for the end of the chat.

3. Sculpt a narrative:
When I’m preparing for an interview, I spend a long time and fill many pages with
questions, ideas and conversation flows. When I feel like I’ve exhausted my
research (or hit my deadline), I shape those into a narrative. Just like a story, all
interviews should have an arc. You set the scene, you save the drama for when
you’ve gained the trust of the protagonist, and you end on something meaningful.
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4. Ask questions that you actually want to know the answer to, yourself:
If it’s interesting to you, then it’s interesting. If you have a curiosity, someone else
will. If your curiosity is singular, that in itself is entertaining. Questions about what
the recording process was like, or whether you prefer the live or studio
environment… few, if any, care about that (and before you dig into my interview
history, yes I have been guilty of this but I’ve learned my lesson). Being passionate,
interested and engaged is infectious. Human stories are all of our stories. Be
human.

5. Be patient, let it breathe:
Create a space where your subject feels safe. The best interviews are when you
forget you’re doing them. If you’ve fallen into a deep conversation, your audience
will as well. And if you feel like you want something more from your subject, don’t
speak. Just let the silence hang there. You’ll be surprised how frequently people
want to fill that space. Often with gold.
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